Our quality promise: Minimal wear – maximum availability.

Only components that meet our higher demands are used for DINSE manual welding torches. This ensures a long service life from your DINSE equipment, reducing storage costs and down-time to replace wearing parts to a minimum.

Cost-effective repairs

One of the qualities that distinguish DINSE products is the high level of cost-effectiveness. The various components can be individually replaced in case of wear. This makes the torch set low-maintenance and easy to repair.

Long lifespan

With the DINSE dual circuit water cooling system, the contact tips through concentrically arranged ducts along the entire length of the torch neck, are cooled simultaneously. This results in very effective cooling.

This results in a significantly longer lifespan and maximum productivity when welding over long periods of time.

Efficient gas routing

All DINSE torch sets come equipped as standard with a separate shield gas hose. This ensures a superior gas shield yielding perfect welding results, with no loss of gas.

DINSE – passionate about perfection.

"No compromise in quality and performance!"
BLACKline 230/330 – the flexible range.

The right manual welding torch for any requirement. From the handy, standard design and the simplest gas-cooled torch handle to the heavy-duty range and DINSE BLACKline torches. The wearing parts of the gas- and water-cooled variants are common and contribute to their practicability.

BLACKline 230/330 – even more powerful.

Lightweight, operation-friendly manual. DINSE also offers the torch and water-cooled (DIX) and gas-cooled (MD) manual welding torches to water-cooled variants with strengthened connections. The wearing parts of the gas- and water-cooled variants are common and contribute to their practicability.

BLACKline 304/305/306 – top quality in production.

Designed for especially high performance and maximum productivity. Thanks to the efficient DINSE EasyTorch steel case covering the DINSE BLACKline torches, they are well protected against high welding currents. This also ensures outstanding efficiency in welding.

An intelligent system – from start to finish.

With DINSE, all of the individual parts are well-engineered and perfectly adjusted to one another. This ensures excellent performance and cost-effectiveness. The DINSE BLACKline torches offer the maximum diversity of use with the most varied manual welding systems.